


I would like to personally welcome you to view our very latest creations, 

showcasing distinctive and individual works of art. Within these pages 

you will discover unique designs, every piece crafted with passion, soul 

and a crescendo of creativity. 

In our relentless pursuit of perfection, we search the globe, sourcing 

nature’s rarest and most beautiful jewels.  Each diamond and gemstone 

is individually chosen for the perfect cut, finest colour and breathtaking 

beauty. Inspired by the exquisite wonder of nature, these magnificent 

gems are transformed by our skilled master jewellers into symphonies 

of bejewelled artistry, becoming masterpieces that will be treasured 

from generation to generation.

Whether you are interested in discussing a very special bespoke creation 

or would like to enjoy viewing our stunning collections, we invite you 

to visit us at our London, Gold Coast or Sydney boutiques where we 

will take you on a fabulous jewelled journey.

JOHN CALLEIJA

T S A R I N A

Incredibly rare and highly collectable, this Calleija masterpiece features a 2.15ct Fancy 

Intense Purplish Pink Diamond, perfectly framed by four Marquise Cut Blue Diamonds. 

Handcrafted in Platinum and Rose Gold, Tsarina radiates beauty and opulence, making 

her a stunning creation to be enjoyed by the fortunate wearer. A timeless work of art 

to treasure forever.
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V I E N N E S A

The essence of femininity and grace, Viennesa’s rare 

0.62ct Oval Australian Argyle Pink Diamond takes 

centre stage, with an exquisite palette of pink and 

white diamond detailing showcased in Platinum 

and Rose Gold.
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Proud to be an Argyle Pink Diamond Select Atelier for over two decades, 

Calleija is recognised for their dedication and knowledge in creating 

the finest Pink Diamond jewellery, seen on royalty, actresses and loyal 

clients worldwide. As a leading specialist in Argyle Pink Diamonds, 

Calleija has a practised eye for selecting the most beautiful and rare 

treasures of nature.

Calleija is fastidious in acquiring the most desired Pink Diamonds 

at the invitation-only annual Argyle Tender, where the rarest Pink 

Diamonds are sold to the highest bidders in a secret ballot. A collection 

of diamonds ranging in colour from pale rose blush to vivid purplish 

pink, and occasionally striking reds, are released annually. However, 

with the Argyle Diamond Mine rapidly approaching extinction, only a 

handful of Tender Diamonds are predicted to remain. 

It is interesting to note that, since the mine began production in 1984, 

only 1% of the 600 million diamonds produced from Argyle are pink. 

With less than six years of production remaining in the Argyle Diamond 

Mine, Argyle Pink Tender Diamonds are literally one in a million. This 

imminent extinction has led to a noticeable surge of interest in the 

world’s most sought after gem, the exclusive Pink Diamond.

A N G E L I C A

From deep within the Argyle Diamond Mine, a rarity of 

nature is unveiled. Magnificently framed by a cluster of 

pink and white diamonds, Calleija’s newest creation, 

Angelica, is the custodian of a 0.56ct Heart Shaped Argyle 

Pink Tender Diamond whose beauty is truly mesmerising. 

Impressive in rarity and beauty this 0.62ct Pear 

Shaped Australian Argyle Pink Diamond is one of 

the stunning jewels from the 2015 Argyle Tender.
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L A  T R A V I ATA

A radiant symphony of brilliance sparkles 

from within this exquisite 0.63ct Round 

Argyle Pink Diamond, brought to life 

by Calleija design and craftsmanship.

L A DY  T O S C A

Sublime sophistication and soft pink hues of Australian Argyle 

Diamonds work in unison to create a poetic expression of romance 

and desire highlighting Lady Tosca’s precious 1.08ct Radiant Cut 

Pink Diamond.
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C É L I N E

A timeless design with the difference in the detail, 

this rare 0.65ct Argyle Pink Diamond is perfectly 

complemented by brilliant White Diamonds and 

ribbons of Argyle Pink Diamonds.
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S Y M P H O N Y

Rare Australian Argyle Pink Diamonds and an exquisite 

Pear Shaped White Diamond are crafted in 18ct Rose Gold 

scrolls – the fusion of harmony, soul and artistic balance.
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N ATA L I A

Natalia features a magnificent 10.11ct Square Emerald Cut White Diamond, beautifully  

complemented by two rare Pear Shaped Argyle Pink Diamonds set in Platinum and Rose 

Gold. The ultimate statement of love.
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L I L I A N A

Unrivalled in elegance, purity and grace, Liliana is a dream-like symbol 

of a promise. Her 2.03ct centre jewel is magnificently framed by two 

Heart Shaped Australian Argyle Pink Diamonds, completing the magical 

fusion of love and adoration.
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S N O W  M A I D E N

An elegant expression of artistic balance and 

craftsmanship, Snow Maiden features a 4.07ct 

Oval White Diamond Ring, beautifully matched by 

a spectacular pair of  Oval White Diamond Earrings.

C H A N T E L L E

In honour of true Calleija glamour, this 1.52ct Round 

Brilliant Cut White Diamond Ring with Argyle Pink 

Diamond shoulders is a dazzling representation of love 

and commitment, complemented by Calleija signature 

White Diamond studs.
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H A R M O N Y

Sublime elegance and the spirit of Renaissance artisans merge to create Harmony, a 

pair of scintillating D Colour Pear Shape White Diamond Earrings crafted in Platinum. 
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S O N ATA

A sculptural statement of sophistication and spirit, Sonata 

features Pink Diamonds, Rose Gold, Platinum and an exquisite 

2.21ct Flawless Princess Cut White Diamond.
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T H E  E N G A G E M E N T  C O L L E C T I O N

At Calleija, every creation in the Engagement Collection is the culmination 

of many hours of devotion. Each gem is carefully chosen for its superior 

qualities including cut, brightness and beauty.

Design sketches are perfected, ensuring each masterpiece displays the 

ultimate in sparkle, proportion and design. We accept only the very best 

and continuously seek precision in our craft. John Calleija and his team 

of talented Master Jewellers combine years of traditional expertise to 

create these stunning works of art, using the finest diamonds, coloured 

gemstones and precious metals.

The outcome is truly unique, and is carefully overseen by a team of 

professional diamond graders, valuers and gemmologists, who ensure 

that perfection is achieved each and every time.
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I L L U M I N ATA

A feminine expression of luxury, Illuminata features a stunning 

5.03ct centre jewel, complemented beautifully by Australian 

Argyle Pink Diamonds and White Diamonds all crafted in 

Platinum. Hidden beneath this exquisite gem lies a rare Blue 

Diamond, as John Calleija’s personal gift to you.
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A L L E G R E T T O

Finely embellished 18ct Rose Gold florets hold aloft 

a spectacular 2.52ct White Diamond Solitaire and 

two Australian Argyle Pink Diamonds. Classic Calleija 

elegance crafted in Platinum.
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In pursuit of the most beautiful of all diamonds, John 

Calleija has taken the finest ‘facets’ of all cushion cuts and 

combined them into one amazing, perfect and incredibly 

brilliant diamond - The Glacier®.

Symbolising love, individuality and desire, each Glacier® 

Diamond is numbered, laser inscribed and can be created 

into your own personalised design.  You may even choose 

to include your own customised message to your beloved 

on the edge of the diamond.

Glacier® - the perfect way to celebrate the most important 

occasions in your life.  

Clean. Crisp. Cool. 

ONLY AT CALLEIJA.
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Capturing the heart with sparkle and scintillation, this Platinum 

1.01ct Glacier® Diamond and Argyle Pink Diamond Ring radiates 

the deepest love and devotion.
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T H E  J O U R N E Y  R I N G

The sweeping curves of this captivating ring reflect the journey of life and the paths 

we choose to take. Created for you to personalise with your own selection of gems 

to celebrate special moments in your life, the Journey Ring is a design that is as 

individual as you are.
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G E N T L E M A N ’ S  C O L L E C T I O N

Combining masculinity and stylish design, Calleija continues to 

set the standard in bespoke gents jewellery. Architecturally crafted 

and using jewels in every shape and size, the Calleija Gentleman’s 

Collection is perfect for the refined gent.
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A U R I E L L E

Lose yourself in the incredible allure of this 5.53ct Radiant Cut 

Yellow Diamond Ring. Crafted with unique gold detailing and 

exquisite diamond accents, Aurielle’s mesmerising beauty is a 

sight to behold. One of the most splendid creations from this 

year’s collection.
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O C E A N E

Evoking the mystery of oceans deep, this 2.55ct Sapphire 

and White Diamond Ring set in Platinum ignites energy 

and allure. A truly classic and timeless Calleija design.

S E R E N I T Y

Richly elegant, a 3.22ct Tanzanite, framed by 

exquisite White Diamond, Serenity displays the 

ultimate in Calleija beauty and handmade artistry.
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L A  B O H È M E

Stunningly theatrical, these intricate bejewelled 

earrings are reminiscent of a magical shower 

of stars on a wistful, romantic night.

C A R M E N

Inspired by the ultimate in operatic performances 

and known for her passion and desire, Carmen 

showcases an exquisite 1.71ct Natural Madagascan 

Pink Sapphire adorned by Argyle Pink Diamonds. 
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M I N U E T

Precious and opulent in every way, this 5.61ct Oval Cut Mint 

Garnet sits aloft an exquisite Platinum band of Argyle Pink 

and White Diamonds. Admiring her magnificent facets, one 

is instantly transported to a Spring garden of delicate serenity.
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E N V Y

Like a sparkling lagoon, this spectacular Platinum 2ct Tsavorite ring 

reflects light through intricate facets. Flamboyantly embellished 

by a fine halo of Yellow and White Diamonds, Envy shimmers 

with an intense vibrancy.
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U N B R I D L E D  E L E G A N C E

A passion for the exceptional and a determination for perfection sees a partnership of talent, imagination, 

desire and enthusiasm culminate in the Zara Phillips Collection by Calleija.

These are the inspiring and dynamic qualities that have influenced the lives of two different people, 

but unite them today in their common ambition. Born from their mutual desire to create an elegant 

and refined collection that perfectly defines the modern woman, Zara Phillips MBE and John Calleija 

have fused their unique talents to conceive a contemporary yet timeless collection, comprising of the 

Saddle Suite and Coronet Suite.
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S A D D L E  S U I T E

The Saddle Suite, aptly named to represent Zara’s deep-

seated love of eventing and Calleija’s passion for beautifully 

shaped jewellery, is available in a selection of finishes 

including Pave Set, Edge Set, Filigree Finish and bespoke 

detailing in Platinum, 18ct White Gold, 18ct Yellow Gold 

and 18ct Rose Gold.
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S U P R E M A

Mesmerising jewels bring drama and mystery to the Zara 

Phillips Collection by Calleija. Crafted in Platinum and featuring  

Argyle Pink and White Diamonds, Suprema harnesses the 

perfect balance of modern design and unique craftsmanship.  

Simply Unbridled Elegance.
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C O R O N E T  S U I T E

Resulting from a shared vision, The Coronet Suite proudly 

showcases confident glamour.  With diamonds set in 

symmetrically curved arcs of Platinum, 18ct White Gold, 

18ct Yellow Gold and 18ct Rose Gold, the collection consists 

of Rings, Pendants, Earrings and Bangles designed for the 

modern woman.
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V E R S AT I L I T Y

Invented by Kailis, the Versatility strand is effortlessly elegant, with a functionality never before 

seen in luxury jewellery.  It is a single strand that can magically divide into seven pieces creating 

an entire wardrobe of pearl jewellery that can complement any look and elevate any occasion.
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SPECIAL THANKS

I would like to offer a special thank you to my incredible Calleija team, 

who care for our valued clients worldwide, and our talented jewellery 

artisans who create our masterpieces.

A special acknowledgement to David Perryman and Stephan Bollinger 

for their excellent photography and Sanctuary Cove for allowing access 

to their magical woodland setting.

To Jade-Monet for her creative inspiration in developing the musical 

woodland theme for this year’s collection.

LONDON 

The Royal Arcade 
Old Bond Street  

Mayfair W1S 4SW 
+44 (0)20 7499 8490

O U R  F L A W L E S S  S E R V I C E 

International Award Winning Bespoke Designers

GST and VAT free for overseas travellers

Unique Diamond Upgrade Policy*

Two year lay-by available**

30 day Refund Policy - excludes custom orders

Lifetime warranty on all Calleija-made pieces

Lifetime complimentary clean and check

Expert repair and restoration service

Secure national and international delivery

Redesign service available

*The ‘No Loss’ Diamond Upgrade Policy only applies to 

diamond jewellery purchased from Calleija with a minimum 

carat weight of 0.25cts per diamond. The diamond must be in 

perfect condition and must be approved by our gemmologist for 

authenticity. The new purchase must be at least 50% greater in 

value than the price being traded in. The full purchase paid for 

the original will be deducted from the price of the new piece.

** A payment option which enables you to secure your desired 

Calleija creation by making regular scheduled payments up a 

two year period.

All jewellery, items, concepts and designs (materials) shown 

herein are the intellectual property of John Calleija Jewellers 

Pty Ltd ACN 003 774 285, and are subject to copyright, 

design and trademark protection. Any unauthorized copying 

of Calleija materials is expressly prohibited and shall result in 

an action for infringement and/or claim for damages against 

the offending jeweller for a breach of the Copyright Act 1968 

No.63 of 1968, Trademarks Act 1995, Act No.119 of 1995, 

Trade Practices Act, Act No.51 of 1974.

Any unauthorized use of this brochure including offering to 

copy any item or represent that you are authorized to sell, 

reproduce or otherwise copy the jewellery, designs or material 

is a false misrepresentation and shall be prosecuted. Glacier® 

is the registered trademark of John Calleija Jewellers Pty Ltd 

ACN 003 774 285.

WARNING: All materials in this publication are Copyright 2015 

John Calleija Jewellers Pty Ltd ACN 003 774 285.

Each Calleija creation is unique and crafted with natural 

gemstones therefore colours may vary from the images shown. 

Designs covered by Australian and International Copyright 

Laws. Prices are subject to change.

SYDNEY 

The Westin  
Martin Place  

Sydney NSW 2000 
+61 (0)2 9233 6661

GOLD COAST 

Marina Mirage  
Seaworld Drive  

Main Beach QLD 4217 
+61 (0)7 5528 3666

CALLEIJA.COM
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